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1.0 Executive Summary 
This report is intended to provide the user with an overview of how the Public Protection Classification 

(PPC) score was developed for their community and recommendations for key areas of improvement. The 

PPC system is a national system used by the New Jersey-based advisory organization Insurance Services 

Office (ISO) to provide insurance providers with a classification rating of a local community’s fire 

protection. The PPC score classifies communities based upon a rating scale of 1 (best protection) to 10 (no 

protection) and assesses all areas related to fire protection broken into three major categories which 

include; emergency dispatch and communications (10%), water system supply and distribution 

capabilities (40%), and the fire department itself (50%).  

The PPC score is developed using the Fire Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS), which outlines sub-

categories and the detailed requirements for each area of the evaluation. This benchmark report 

summarizes the findings of the latest FSRS for this community and provides analysis of how the results 

compare against peer organizations chosen based upon similarities in population, service delivery 

mechanism and structure and other key criteria. Further, the community results are compared against 

regional and national averages and the report provides recommendations for improvement.  

This report is not intended to replace the PPC survey, rather it is intended to provide insight in to how a 

community was evaluated and possible suggestions for improvement in an easily understandable format. 

Additionally, it provides elected officials and administrators with comparative results from peer 

communities so that they can develop and explain to the public, realistic and cost-effective policies with 

respect to their community’s fire suppression efforts.  

The data and recommendations contained within this report are based on the FSRS survey conducted for 

Ocklawaha County, Georgia in 2015. If the community has made significant changes in any of the major 

categories of the FSRS since that time, recommendations addressing deficiencies pointed out within this 

report may not be accurate. 
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Table 1: Executive Summary 

Section   Assessment Key Findings 

Emergency 

Communications 
Strong 

Performance  

Update telephone directories, meet or exceed the minimum 

required reserved telephone lines and dispatch circuits, and 

consider addition of an automatic backup power system. 

Fire Apparatus & 

Equipment 

Room for 

Improvement  

 

Improve training and documentation, increase the number of 

personnel on-duty, improve the deployment strategy of 

resources and address the lack of an aerial apparatus. 

Deployment 
Average 

Performance 

Ocklawaha County should consider conducting a deployment 

analysis to determine if relocating or adding apparatus or 

stations would improve the PPC rating to a degree that it 

would be warranted. Staffing changes are also a significant 

factor for consideration if an analysis suggests the addition 

of equipment or stations.  

Staffing 
Room for 

Improvement  
Consider adding personnel to improve deployment analysis. 

Training 
Room for 

Improvement 

Ocklawaha County may wish to consider dedicating a single 

staff member as the point person for training and 

documentation. Additional considerations include: the use 

of spreadsheets for tracking, policies requiring minimum 

training based upon ISO recommendations, software 

developed to track training, or web-based platforms 

designed to deliver and record training. 

Water 
Average 

performance 

Evaluate deficiencies located in this section to improve the 

score for the water supply system. Consider replacement of 

pumps and additional maintenance of the water system to 

improve score. Hydrant condition, installation, testing and 

flow received maximum credit.  

Community Risk 

Reduction 
Strong 

Performance 

Ocklawaha County should maintain and strengthen its current 

programs and work to add additional programs or staff when 

possible. 

Public Protection 

Classification 
Average 

performance 

Ocklawaha County may want to consider recommendations 

suggested within this report and improvements to the fire 

department and water supply system in order to positively 

affect community fire protection and reduce annual fire 

insurance premiums for taxpayers. 
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2.0 Report Objectives  
 

This report is designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the Ocklawaha County Fire Department compared 

to other similar-sized departments against which it is bench-marked in this study. Each of the following 

sections includes a set of key indicators along with a gap analysis and general considerations or 

recommendations. Considerations are grounded in nationally-accepted best practices and quality data. 

Contents are current as of July 2017. Due to the current high rate of change in the fire service, benchmarks 

should be evaluated for department progress or decline on an annual basis.  

The ultimate goal of the fire service is to benefit the community. To that end, this report strives to assist 

you in your department’s pursuit of: 

• Drafting and winning state and federal grants 

• Minimizing property damage 

• Lowering property insurance rates 

• Strengthening community attractiveness as it relates to quality of life and economic well-being 
Note:  Unless otherwise indicated, all metrics aggregate data from residential and non-residential structure fires. 

 

Table 2: Region Definition 

Fire Jurisdiction:   Ocklawaha County Fire Department 

Covered Municipalities:   Athena, Davenport, Havana, Meridian 

County:   Ocklawaha 

State:   Georgia 

# fire stations:   6 

Note:  Ocklawaha County Fire Department and all data in this sample are fictional. 
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Service Area Map 

 

Figure 1: Service Area Map 
Data source:  Ocklawaha County Planning Department GIS Data 

 

Above is a service area map for Ocklawaha County Fire Department (OCFD). Fire department coverage 

includes all areas and municipalities of Ocklawaha County except for the City of Middleberg, Georgia 

which provides its own fire and emergency medical services. Middleberg Fire Department provides 

coverage for its municipal boundaries and a mutual aid agreement is established between the two 

organizations.  
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3.0 Peer Group Definition 
 

While it is challenging to create perfect comparisons due to the uniqueness of individual fire departments 

and the communities they serve, the use of ISO’s extensive data universe and intelligent segmentation 

provides highly directional guidance to identify areas of strength and opportunity. Peer groupings are 

defined to enable fair and actionable comparisons. The peer group includes 25 fire jurisdictions that have 

the most commonalities with Ocklawaha County Fire Department across the 5 criteria listed below. The 

large number of peers will ensure that any statistical outliers will not impact the analysis. State and 

national comparisons are also included for context.  

 

Table 3: Criteria used for peer group selection 

Criteria 
Ocklawaha County Fire 

Department 
Peer group range 

Population 43,852 40,123 – 52,000 

Coverage 30.42 square miles  17.34 – 48.05 square miles 

Department structure 100% on-duty firefighters  30.19-100% on-duty firefighters 

Region Southeast AL, FL, GA, KY, NC, SC, TN 

% fire-related structure calls 27.58% 0.07%-39.69% 
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4.0  Emergency Communication Center (ECC) 

 

4.1  Alarm Points Strong 

                                       Performance  

 
Figure 2: Total Alarm Points for ECC 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

 

Description  

This section provides the total score for the handling and delivery of emergency communications. It 

includes emergency reporting, number of telecommunicators on duty, and dispatch circuits available to 

handle a given call volume. The Maximum number of points available in this section is 10. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County performed well in the assessment of condition and operability of the telephone 

circuits, emergency call operators, and dispatch circuits for communication. When compared to the 

performance of comparable organizations, Ocklawaha County outperformed the comparables, as well as 

the average performance; both regionally and nationally. This score reflects all aspects of emergency 

communications from the alarm receipt (call processing) through the notification system for Ocklawaha 

County (dispatch of emergency units to the call). Further details of performance in the area are provided 

in subsequent sections 4.2 through 4.4 

 

Consideration 

While Ocklawaha County performed strongly in this area, some improvement is necessary in order for the 

community to receive a maximum rating. Considerations for enhancement include the use of a computer 

aided dispatch (CAD) system and an automatic backup power system. 
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4.2  Emergency Reporting Strong 

                                                          performance 

 
Figure 3: Emergency Reporting 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

 

Description 

This section examines the ability to receive and process emergency calls for service including: the use of 

911 systems (either basic or enhanced), wireless phase 1 or phase 2, GIS and AVL systems, voice over 

internet protocol (VOIP) and computer aided dispatch (CAD) systems. The Maximum number of points 

available is 3. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received strong ratings when the number of telephone lines, use of a telephone 

directory, and recording and playback devices were evaluated. When compared to the performance of 

comparable organizations, Ocklawaha County outperformed the comparables, as well as the average 

performance; both regionally and nationally. Based upon the population of its jurisdiction, Ocklawaha 

County must provide a minimum of two telephone lines reserved for fire calls and two lines reserved for 

business calls and a computer aided dispatch (CAD) system with the ability to provide inter-operability 

with mutual/automatic aid resources. Additionally, the communications center must have a channel 

dedicated solely to the recording of each radio channel, alarm circuit, and telephone line used by 

telecommunicators. The assessment concluded that some improvement was needed in the telephone 

directory section and that recording devices were not present in all required areas. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County may consider creating a policy that establishes trigger points and annual reviews of 

the telephone directory to confirm that all information contained is current. Additionally, recording of all 

radio channels, talk groups, alarm circuits, and telecommunicator position communications with the 

capability for immediate playback are essential in order for Ocklawaha County to achieve maximum credit. 
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4.3  Telecommunicators Strong 

                                                      performance 

 
Figure 4: Telecommunicators 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey  

 

Description 

This section examines the following aspects of the communications center: number of available 

telecommunicators whose job functions include complaint call answering, call processing and transfer (if 

required by protocol); dispatch protocols; and telecommunicator training, certification and continuing 

education. The Maximum number of points available in the section is 4.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received the maximum score available when the number of operators on-duty and the 

number of operators awake at all time were evaluated. When compared to the performance of 

comparable organizations, Ocklawaha County outperformed the comparables as well as the average 

performance; both regionally and nationally. 

 

Consideration 

In order to maintain maximum points in this section, Ocklawaha County should consider maintaining the 

current workforce staffing level within the dispatch center and consider appropriate staffing updates 

(additions) as changes to service demand occur.  
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4.4 Dispatch Circuits  Strong  
                                 Performance 

 
Figure 5:  Dispatch Circuits 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

 

Description 

This section examines the available dispatch circuits themselves and includes: the receiving of alarms, the 

type of circuits available, monitoring for system integrity and emergency power supply. The Maximum 

number for points available for this section is 3.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received a relatively high score with respect to evaluation of the transmission of 

emergency call information to the fire department, system redundancy, emergency power and the ability 

to record emergency communications. When compared to the performance of comparable organizations, 

Ocklawaha County outperformed the comparables as well as the average performance; both regionally 

and nationally. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County may wish to consider upgrading the current generator system to ensure power is 

maintained without interruption despite environmental factors and improvement to the secondary 

circuits so that they mirror the primary circuits. 
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5.0 Fire Department 

5.1 Total Fire Points Room for  

                          Improvement 

 
Figure 6:  Fire Department Total Points 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 
Description 

This section examines the fire department which includes: availability of engines, reserve engines, pump 

capacity of engines, ladder/service companies’ availability, reserve ladder/service companies, fire 

department deployment analysis, number and availability of company personnel responding to 

emergencies, training of personnel and standard operating procedures or guidelines. The maximum 

number of points available for this section is 50.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County’s performance when evaluating the fire department both against the grading schedule 

and against peer departments has significant room for improvement. When compared to the performance 

of comparable organizations, Ocklawaha County underperformed against the comparables identified in 

the peer department group as shown in the figure above. Additionally, Ocklawaha County 

underperformed when compared to the regional average by 43% and nationally by 25%. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County has many priorities to consider in order to improve upon the fire department aspect 

of the overall PPC rating. The quickest and most cost-effective area for improvement is related to the 

training of existing personnel. Training and documentation are critical elements for any organization. The 

costs associated with meeting minimum training requirements are minor when compared with other 

expenses such as additional staffing and capital improvements. The ability of the department to properly 

document and store this information is equally important. Proper documentation of all training classes 

and hours for each staff member cannot be overemphasized. Other items for consideration that may be 

more costly or time-consuming to implement include: increasing the number of personnel on-duty, 

improving the deployment strategy of resources and addressing the lack of an aerial apparatus. 
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5.2 Engine Companies  Strong  
                                         Performance 

 
Figure 7: Engine Companies Points 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 
Description 

This section examines the department’s engine companies against the number of engines required based 

on basic fire flow and the equipment carried, pump capacity and frequency of pump and hose testing. The 

maximum number of points available for this section is 6. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County performed well in this section, nearly reaching the maximum score available. This 

means that the fire department meets the majority of the requirements for this section. The number of 

engine companies is determined based on the needed fire flow for the community. Needed Fire Flow is 

calculated in section 340, with the 5th largest fire flow demand representing the benchmark for the 

jurisdiction (ladders may be counted as an engine company if they meet the list of requirements for engine 

companies in the rating schedule).  

 

Ocklawaha County has a basic fire flow (BFF) of 3,500 gallons per minute (gpm). A BFF of 3,500 gpm 

requires at least three engine companies that meet the pump capacity and distance requirements as 

defined later in this report. This section also evaluates the equipment and amount and type of hose carried 

on existing engines, to include automatic aid engines, and how often the pump and hoses are tested. The 

maximum score for testing is given to departments that carry all required equipment and test all 

apparatus pumps annually and test all hose annually at 250 psi.  

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should continue to refine and strengthen its current practices of annual pump and 

hose testing and monitor needed fire flow as the community grows in order to maintain or improve upon 

its current score. Should changes occur with the basic fire flow required or the size of the jurisdiction, 

additional engines may be required. Finally, monitor engine equipment lists to ensure that required 

equipment is carried on all engines/ladders at all times. 
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5.3 Reserve Engine Companies Average  

                                 Performance 

 

Figure 8: Reserve Engine Companies 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

 

Description 

This section examines the number of reserve pumpers available within a jurisdiction (1 is required for 

every 8 in-service engines) and the equipment carried, pump capacity and frequency of pump and hose 

testing. The Maximum number of points available for this section is 0.5. 

 

Assessment 

This section evaluates the ratio of reserve engines available to front-line engines, the equipment carried 

and tested as in the previous section and, the number of out of service engines (subtracted from score). 

Ocklawaha County meets the minimum number of reserve engines, but is missing one or more of the 

requirements for equipment or annual pump and hose testing. Additionally, required equipment was 

missing from front-line units, resulting in a reduction in score. Ocklawaha County underperformed with 

respect to the comparables; however, they outperformed with respect to the average performance; both 

regionally and nationally. 

 

Consideration 

The Ocklawaha County Fire Department should equip, test and maintain all of its reserve units as though 

they are front line apparatus at all times and maintain the equipment specified in the Engine-Company 

Equipment table provided in the Fire Suppression Rating Schedule (FSRS). An appropriate weekly 

equipment check-off and inventory program will assist with this recommendation. Should a primary unit 

be taken offline, the reserve engine must be ready to be put in to service and perform as well as any other 

frontline resource with a minimum of delay. 
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5.4 Pumper Capacity  Strong  
                                             Performance 

 

Figure 9:  Pumper Capacity 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines and credits the pump capacity of all pumpers/ladders that were credited in previous 

sections as contributing to the basic fire flow requirement. In this section, automatic aid engines are 

credited, but only those within 5 road miles that contributed to the automatic aid plan. The maximum 

number of points available for this section is 3. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received the maximum score available when the capacities of credited engines were 

evaluated. When compared to the performance of comparable organizations, Ocklawaha County matched 

the comparables and exceeded the average performance; both regionally and nationally. 

 

Consideration 

In order to maintain maximum points in this section, Ocklawaha County should maintain the current pump 

capacity standards of the department and consider appropriate apparatus updates (additions) as changes 

to basic fire flow or occur. A strong apparatus capital replacement plan with standardized specifications 

and based upon industry standard life cycle recommendations will ensure that the department maintains 

a fleet that can deliver the appropriate fire flow as the community grows. 
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5.5 Ladder / Service Companies Trending negatively 

 
Figure 10:  Ladder / Service Companies 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 
 

Description 

This section evaluates the number of necessary ladder companies in response areas with at least 5 
buildings that are 3 stories or 35 feet or more in height, or that contain at least 5 buildings that have a 
Needed Fire Flow (NFF) greater than 3,500 gpm. The height of all buildings in the city, including those 
protected by automatic sprinklers, is considered when determining the number of needed ladder 
companies. When no individual response district alone needs a ladder company, at least one ladder 
company is needed if buildings in the city meet the above criteria. Response areas not needing a ladder 
company should have a service company with the appropriate equipment and which carries at least one 
ground ladder of sufficient length to reach the roof of any building or a 40-foot extension ladder, 
whichever is less. Additional requirements for service companies apply. The maximum number of points 
available for this section is 4. 
 
Assessment 

Ocklawaha County’s performance when evaluating ladder/service companies is trending negatively. 

When compared to the performance of comparable organizations, Ocklawaha County underperformed 

against the comparables identified in the peer department group by 71%. Additionally, Ocklawaha County 

underperformed when compared to both the regional and national average by 34%. 

 

Consideration 

In order to improve in this category and in other related categories in section 5, Ocklawaha County may 

consider adding a ladder or service company to their effective service force, or add a third engine ladder. 

Doing so which would satisfy the quint concept program which requires at least 50% or more of current 

fire stations to have access to an engine ladder. The lack of a ladder/service company has created a 

condition that has caused Ocklawaha County to dramatically fall behind the performance of the peer 

group and national and regional averages. 
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5.6 Reserve Ladder / Service Companies  Strong  
                                                                           Performance 

 

Figure 11: Reserve Ladder / Service Companies 
Data sources:  ISO Fire Department survey  

 

Description 

This section evaluates reserve ladders/service companies available within a jurisdiction and the 

equipment carried, pump capacity and frequency of annual pump and hose testing. The maximum 

number of points available for this section is 0.5. 

 

Assessment 

Despite the negative performance for frontline ladder/service companies in the previous section, 

Ocklawaha County outperformed the comparables as well as the average performance; both regionally 

and nationally, for reserve ladder/service companies. 

 

Consideration 

In order to maintain or improve upon the current score for maximum points in this section, Ocklawaha 

County should consider upgrading missing components to its reserve ladder/service company fleet and 

consider appropriate apparatus updates (additions) as changes to needed fire flow or occur.  
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5.7 Deployment Average  

     Performance 

 

 
Figure 12: Ocklawaha County Station Deployment and Travel Distance 

Data source:  Ocklawaha County Planning Department GIS Data 
 

Ocklawaha County Fire Department provides an average level of coverage across the majority of its 

service area. However, the northern boundary and the City of Meridian fall outside of a 5-mile linear 

road distance from the nearest fire station. OCFD may consider the addition of one or more fire stations 

in this area to improve deployment analysis ratings.  
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Figure 13: Deployment 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the distribution of engine and ladder or service companies within a certain travel 

distance, by road, from fire stations within the jurisdiction. The standard of coverage for protected 

properties is within 1.5 miles for engine companies and 2.5 miles for ladder or service companies from a 

fire station. Figure 11 shows the distribution of protected properties within 5 miles travel distance of a 

fire station; the maximum travel distance from a fire station for which properties can receive credit for 

the community’s PPC rating. Additionally, this analysis can be performance-based using 320 seconds for 

the arrival of the first engine company and 560 seconds for the arrival of a full complement of apparatus. 

The maximum number of points available for this section is 5 (see Figure 12 above). 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County displayed average performance for the section as the score reflects the midrange of 

the scale and the score is similar to that of the regional and national averages. However, Ocklawaha 

County underperformed the peer group by 29%.  

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider conducting a deployment analysis (service delivery study) to 

determine if relocating or adding apparatus or stations would improve this rating to a degree that it would 

be warranted and cost effective. Staffing considerations are also a factor for consideration if an analysis 

suggests the addition of equipment or stations. Further, engine and ladder/service companies should be 

sufficiently staffed to deliver safe and effective fire suppression and associated capability. A department 

Standards of Cover study and accompanying document would identify the current and needed level of 

staffing to fulfill the community need. 
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5.8 Average Number of On-Duty Personnel Average  

                                                          Performance 

 

Figure 14:  Average Number of On-Duty Personnel 
Data source: ISO Fire Department survey 

 

Description 

This section conducts a comparative analysis of the number of on-duty personnel available and qualified 

to respond and engage in firefighting operations for each department. This includes automatic aid 

personnel.  

 

Assessment 

Despite outperforming the regional and national averages for personnel on-duty, Ocklawaha County’s 

performance is average when the peer group and the deployment assessment are considered.  

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider conducting an Effective Service or Fire Force (ESF) analysis in 

conjunction with a deployment analysis. Particularly when comparing Ocklawaha County to its peer group 

and considering the need to improve upon the deployment section, the solution may lie with the number 

of personnel required to adequately respond within its jurisdiction, rather than additional engine 

companies. As discussed above, a service delivery analysis would identify the gap between need and 

current conditions. A Master Plan would include the same service delivery analysis but would also allow 

the department to understand where its deficiencies lie and how to address them over some period of 

time. 
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5.9 Personnel and Staffing Room for  

                                       Improvement 

 

  

                           Figure 15:  Personnel Points          Figure 16:  Type of Staffing 
                                  Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey                                                        Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

 

Description 

This section examines the number of personnel available and qualified to respond and engage in 

firefighting operations. The maximum number of points available for this section is 15. Also shown is the 

percentage of personnel on-duty versus on-call personnel/ or volunteer personnel available and qualified 

to respond and engage in firefighting operations. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County needs improvement in this area to increase the overall score of the fire department. 

Although the score assessed was higher than the regional and national averages, it falls below that of the 

comparables in the peer group.  

 

Consideration 

Personnel are the largest expenditure each year for career departments. However, improvements to this 

section may result in cascading effects across other sections such as the ability to add engine or ladder 

companies, improve the deployment analysis and improve upon the personnel scores. Competitive grant 

funding is available to assist local jurisdiction in adding additional personnel when they are unable to 

initially fully fund these needs. 
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5.10 Training Room for  

             Improvement 

 

Figure 17:  Training 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the training conducted by the departments on an annual basis. It includes training 

for: recruits, officers, driver-operators, new driver-operators, company, facility, hazardous materials 

training and pre-fire planning. The maximum number of points available for this section is 9. 

 

Assessment 

This section of the evaluation is one of the highest priority areas that require attention. The quickest and 

most cost-effective area for improvement is related to the training of existing personnel. The costs 

associated with meeting minimum training requirements are minor when compared with other expenses 

such as additional staffing and capital improvements. The ability of the department to properly document 

and store this information is equally important. Proper documentation of all training classes and hours for 

each staff member cannot be overemphasized.  

 

Although the score assessed was higher than the regional and national averages, it falls below that of the 

comparables in the peer group. Specific deficiencies related to this score are identified as follows; zero 

points were received for facility training, 23.25 of 25 possible points received for company training, 2.4 of 

6 possible points given for officer development training, 0.5 of 1 possible point was credited for hazardous 

materials training and, only 3.6 of 12 possible points were earned for fire department pre-plan 

inspections. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County may consider dedicating a single staff member as the point person for training and 

documentation. Additional considerations include: the use of spreadsheets for tracking, policies requiring 

minimum training based upon ISO recommendations, software developed to track training, or web-based 

platforms designed to deliver and record training. 
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6.0 Water    Average  
              Performance 

 

6.1 PPC™ points for water system 

 
Figure 18: Water Supply 

Data sources:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the water delivery system which includes: supply system; hydrant size, type, and 

installation; hydrant inspections and; fire flow. The maximum number of points available for this section 

is 40.  

 

Assessment 

The evaluation of Ocklawaha County’s water supply system received an average rating. Although the score 

assessed was higher than the regional and national averages, it falls below that of the comparables in the 

peer group. General information regarding the points for the water system include:  

 

• If any built-on area of the city is not within 1,000 feet of a recognized water system, the unprotected area may 

receive Class 9. 

• A water system’s available fire flow is measured with a minimum residual water pressure of 20 psi. 

• The fire flow duration should be 2 hours for Needed Fire Flows (NFFi) up to 2,500 gpm and 3 hours for Needed 

Fire Flows of 3,000 and 3,500 gpm. 

• The normal sustained flow of water supplies should be used as the normal capacity of the source. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County may consider evaluating deficiencies located in the following section to improve the 

score for the water supply system. Hydrant condition, installation, testing, and flow received maximum 

credit.  
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6.2 Supply System  Average  
                       Performance 

 
Figure 19:  PPC™ points for supply system 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 
Description 

This section examines the water supply system which includes: the adequacy of the supply system, ability 

to deliver needed fire flow, maximum daily consumption, storage, capacity, and pumps. The maximum 

number of points available for this section is 30. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County’s water supply system received an average rating. Although the score assessed was 

higher than the regional and national averages, it falls below that of the comparables in the peer group. 

The following factors contribute to the total score of this section:  

 

• Supply Works: Minimum Storage, Pumps, Filters, Emergency Supply, Suction, Supply and Fire 

Department Supply  

• Supply Works Capacity 

• Main Capacity 

• Hydrant Distribution 

• Capability of Water System at Test Location 

 

Consideration 

Water supply is a critical factor in successful outcomes during fire suppression operations. Ocklawaha 

County may consider review of the distribution of their hydrant system and examining the supply works 

to find cost effective improvements to the water supply system. Additionally, the Needed Fire Flow (NFF) 

requirement for Ocklawaha County is 47,750 gpm; however, only 36,200 is available. Improvements to 

the system and an increase to the NFF would improve the scoring and enhance the ability of the fire 

department to provide successful outcomes. 
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6.3 Hydrants  Strong  
                         Performance 

 

 
Figure 20: Hydrants 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 
Description 

This section examines the hydrants available for firefighting which include: size, type and installation of 

hydrants. The maximum number of points available for this section is 3. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received maximum credit for this section and slightly outperformed the comparables 

as well as the average performance; both regionally and nationally. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider continuing with the methods in which hydrants are selected and 

installed to maintain a maximum score in this section.  
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6.4 Hydrant Inspection  Strong  
                                           Performance 

 

Figure 21:  Hydrant Inspection 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the hydrants available for firefighting including, inspection and the condition of 

hydrants. The maximum number of points available for this section is 4. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received maximum credit for this section and slightly outperformed the comparables. 

This score exceeded the average performance; both regionally and nationally. Scores for inspections are 

assessed by examining the last three inspections that occurred and are scored on a sliding scale with 

biannual inspections receiving maximum credit. The credit for annual inspections is reduced to 80 percent 

credit and credit assessed to inspections continues to drop with inspections occurring at intervals of 5 

years or more receiving only 40 percent of available credit. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider continuing the inspection and maintenance schedule current utilized 

to maintain a maximum score in this section.  
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6.5 Hydrant Flow Testing  Strong  
                                               Performance 

 

Figure 22:  Hydrant Flow Test 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the fire flow of hydrants available for firefighting including volume and pressure. 

The maximum number of points available for this section is 3. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received maximum credit for this section and slightly outperformed the comparables. 

This score exceeded the average performance; both regionally and nationally. The normal sustained flow 

of supplies should be used as the normal capacity of the source. A water system is reviewed at a residual 

water pressure of 20 psi. The fire flow duration should be 2 hours for Needed Fire Flows (NFFi) up to 2,500 

gpm, and 3 hours for Needed Fire Flows of 3,000 and 3,500 gpm. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider continuing the methodology currently used to appropriately place 

water lines capable of delivering sufficient fire flows and maintain the current condition of hydrants to 

maintain a maximum score in this section.  
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7.0 Community Risk Reduction (CRR) 

 

7.1 Total Points for CRR  Strong  
                                             Performance 

 

Figure 23:  Community Risk Reduction 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the total number of points credited for Community Risk Reduction (CRR) and 

includes: fire prevention, public safety education, and fire investigation programs. The maximum number 

of points available for this section is 5.5. These points were added to the original total of 100 as an 

incentive to those who are currently employing these practices while not penalizing those yet to adopt 

community risk reduction practices.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County performed well for this section and slightly outperformed the comparables. This score 

far exceeded the average performance; both regionally and nationally. This section is comprised of three 

elements that, when employed, can reduce the burden placed on emergency services by eliminating or 

mitigating potential hazards that can be prevented. 

 

Consideration 

Once implemented, Community Risk Reduction is a critical component of a community’s health, safety, 

and well-being. Ocklawaha County should consider maintaining and strengthening its current programs 

and work to add additional programs or staff when possible.  
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7.2 Fire Prevention  Strong  
                                   Performance 

 

Figure 24:  Fire Prevention 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines the fire prevention program and includes: code adoption and enforcement; staffing, 

personnel training, certification, and continuing education; plans review, occupancy inspections, quality 

assurance programs; private fire protection equipment inspections; and fire prevention ordinances. The 

Maximum number of points available for this section is 2.2.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County performed well for this section and slightly outperformed the comparables. This score 

far exceeded the average performance; both regionally and nationally. Fire prevention programs are 

critical to ensure that public and commercial buildings are safe when occupied. These programs are a 

significant factor in the reduction of commercial fires in some areas of the country. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider coordinating fire prevention and fire pre-planning inspections and 

continue with or add to enhancements for current programs in order to maintain or improve upon current 

assessment scores. 
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7.3 Public Safety Education  Strong  
                                                   Performance 

 

Figure 25:  Public Safety Education 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines public safety education and includes: educator qualifications, training and 

continuing education, programs developed and delivered, the percentage of the population reached 

annually, school programs, at risk population served and large loss and hazardous condition programs. 

The maximum number of points available for this section is 2.2.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County performed well in this section and slightly outperformed the comparables. This score 

far exceeded the average performance; by 42% regionally and 49% nationally. Public safety education 

prevents or mitigates potential illnesses, injuries, deaths and loss of property by educating the 

community.  

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County may consider conducting additional community education programs each year and 

ensure that those personnel conducting these programs stay current with their continuing education 

credits. 
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7.4 Fire Investigation  Strong  
                                        Performance 

 

Figure 26:  Fire Investigation 
             Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section examines fire investigation programs and includes: personnel, training and certification, how 

standards are followed, staffing, continuing education, and the use of the National Fire Incident Reporting 

System (NFIRS). The maximum number of points available for this section is 1.1.  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received maximum credit for this section and slightly outperformed the comparables. 

This score exceeded the average performance; both regionally and nationally. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider continuing or enhancing its current programs in order to maintain or 

improve upon current assessment scores. 
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8.0 Divergence Score Room for  

                            Improvement 

 

Figure 27:  Divergence 
Data source: ISO Fire Department survey  

Description 

This section examined the divergence score which is the difference in performance of the fire department 

and the water system credit. This score is a deduction and is based on discrepancies found in either 

system. The score will demonstrate which section is having a negative impact on the overall score. The 

smaller the divergence, the closer the two sections are to functioning together in a seamless manner to 

provide effective community fire protection. A perfect score for the fire department and the water system 

would produce a divergence score of zero (0).  

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County received a fire department score 43% below the maximum credit of 50 and a water 

system score 16% below the maximum credit of 40. When compared, there is a 63% difference between 

how closely each of these variables was scored when compared to the total amount available. This 

divergence score represents one half of a Public Protection Classification score lost. When analyzed 

against the comparables, Ocklawaha County exceeded the divergence experienced by all groups by at 

least 28%. 

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider improvements to areas identified in this report, particularly to those 

areas within the fire department portion of the rating, to reduce the amount of divergence present at the 

time this report was conducted. In particular, several of the more impactful and potentially low cost 

changes in the fire department score could easily have a positive effect on reducing divergence. For 

example, the changes discussed under the training section would not be difficult or costly for the 

department to accomplish and would have a significant and positive impact. 
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9.0 Percentage of Structure Fire Responses per Community 
 

9.1 Structure Fire Responses Trending negative 

 

 
Figure 28:  Percentage of Structure Fire Responses per Community 

Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 
Description 

This section is a demonstration of the percentage of emergency responses to structure fires by the 

department, peer group and the regional and national averages. 

 

Assessment 

Ocklawaha County runs an abnormally high percentage of structure fires when compared to all groups. 

At 68% above the peer group, 87% above the regional average and 86% above the national average, a 

significant amount of fire is occurring within the Ocklawaha County response area.  

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider a targeted analytical study of its response data (NFIRS-based) to 

determine the cause behind the abnormally high rate of fire within their community. A mitigation strategy 

could then be developed based upon the findings. 
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10.0 Public Protection Classification Score   Average  
                                                                                      Performance 

 

 

 

Figure 29:  Public Protection Classification Score 
Data source:  ISO Fire Department survey 

Description 

This section demonstrates the final (total) Public Protection Classification (PPC) Score or rating for the 

department as compared to the average for the peer group and the regional and national averages. 

 

Assessment 

Overall, Ocklawaha County achieved average performance in the final PPC. This report has identified 

multiple areas where Ocklawaha County performed strongly and areas of potential improvement.  

 

Consideration 

Ocklawaha County should consider recommendations suggested within this report and improvements to 

the fire department and water supply system. As updates and improvements are made, ISO can be 

notified online at https://www.isomitigation.com/contact-iso-mitigation.html . 
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11.0 Summary 

 
Ocklawaha County has many options for consideration to improve their PPC score. As discussed 

throughout this report, specific sections contained deficiencies that resulted in a reduction of the score 

for that section and the resultant overall PPC classification. To assist Ocklawaha County in prioritizing, ESCI 

has provided the top 5 recommendations that will result in the greatest return on investment below: 

 

Training 

 

• Conduct facility in-service training (18 hours per year). Utilizing on-duty crews and neighboring 

agencies, coordinate bi-monthly training to simulate and test internal and external capabilities. Since 

this training is completed on-duty there are minimal costs associated and it will result in better 

outcomes on the fire ground and an improvement to the section score. 

• Conduct officer development training (12 hours per year). Officer development is critical to the 

continuous improvement of an organization and this training will improve the section score with 

minimal costs.  

• Conduct fire department pre-plan inspections. The lack of pre-planning can result in detrimental 

outcomes on the fire ground. Pre-plan inspections can be completed by on-duty crews and many 

options exist for how to conduct these inspections. Costs associated with this are tied mostly to fuel 

expenses, but the benefits of improved community relationships, an improved section score and the 

early identification of potential issues on the fire ground outweigh the expenses. 

• Maintain records of all training and pre-plan inspections. There are many ways to accomplish this and 

several programs exists to assist departments in maintaining training and inspection records. 

 

Fire Prevention 

 

• Coordinate fire safety inspections with fire department pre-plan inspections. Doing so will increase 

ratings in two sections, has minimal costs associated with it and improves coordination and 

information sharing within the organization. 

 

Deployment/Ladder Service Companies 

 

• Consider replacing one or more current frontline engines with a quint. Doing so will increase the 

service area for that station, resulting in higher deployment analysis scoring, and significantly improve 

the ladder/service company rating.  

• Although there is a large cost associated with this recommendation, frontline engines must be 

replaced periodically and the difference in cost between the purchase of an engine compared to a 

quint is much less than adding fire stations or personnel. 

• This replacement could be factored into the department’s regular capital apparatus replacement 

program. 
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Deployment  

 

• Add an additional fire station. Currently, Ocklawaha County cannot adequately provide fire protection 

to the northeast and north-central areas of the county. Because of this deficiency, a fire station is 

recommended in that area to provide the needed coverage.  

• Additionally, because of the size of the unprotected area, Ocklawaha may consider placing a quint or 

engine ladder company at that location to increase the effective service area should they decide to 

proceed with the recommendation.  

• The costs for this recommendation are relatively high as additional personnel would be required to 

staff this location based on the analysis contained in the personnel section. 

 

Personnel 

 

• This section rated lower than the peer assessment group and will require attention if Ocklawaha 

County wishes to substantially improve upon its overall PPC score.  

• As personnel costs represent the majority of career department budgets, this recommendation will 

require careful planning and consideration. It is recommended that a staffing/deployment analysis be 

completed. 

• Although this recommendation carries the greatest costs to implement, it also carries the greatest 

reward in terms of Ocklawaha’s ability to substantially improve their overall rating, provide coverage 

to all locations within its service area and provide an effective response force to working fires and 

other emergencies. 

• This recommendation will also significantly enhance firefighter safety.  
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